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In 2023, Salesforce enhanced its nonprofit solution portfolio with 
the introduction of Nonprofit Cloud. Discover how Capgemini can 
seamlessly support their customers to migrate from their existing 
Nonprofit Success Pack to Nonprofit Cloud. 

 
Salesforce's evolution from the Nonprofit Success Pack (NPSP) to Nonprofit Cloud (NPC) marks a pivotal 
advancement in management technology, offering nonprofits an array of advanced features designed for 
the digital age. This transition not only supports more integrated, scalable operations but also offers 
advanced tools designed to meet the dynamic needs of the sector, combining enhanced analytics, improved 
financial oversight, and sophisticated donor management capabilities.   
  
NPC's introduction is marked by a significant enhancement in data handling and user interaction. With 
features like sophisticated analytics and an improved financial subledger, NPC is the platform through 
which organisations can gain deeper insights into donor activities and manage funds with the greatest 
precision. The transition to Person Accounts enhances data integrity and provides a more flexible approach 
to managing constituent relationships, which is crucial for tailoring engagement and communication 
strategies effectively.    
NPC facilitates donor segmentation, enabling nonprofits to understand their supporters better based on 
behaviours, donation types, and frequency. Thus, allowing for more targeted engagement strategies. 
Additionally, it simplifies the process of selecting key donors for new fundraising events or campaigns, 
streamlining organisational efforts. Automation features within NPC alleviate a sizeable portion of the 
organisation’s workload, freeing up valuable time to focus on high-impact tasks. Furthermore, NPC’s 
Volunteer Management capabilities enable seamless coordination of volunteers, allowing team members 
to sign up for activities and tender their time effortlessly.    
  
Our experts, seasoned in not only the technical aspects but also in understanding the unique needs and 
challenges faced by nonprofits, can ensure a smooth transition to NPC, minimising operational disruption 
and aligning the new system with your organisation's strategic goals. We provide comprehensive support 
through tailored data migration strategies, system customisation, and integration with existing IT 
infrastructure.    
Partnering with us for your NPC transition allows your organisation to benefit from our deep expertise in 
Salesforce implementations and our proven track record in transforming nonprofit operations through 
pioneering solutions. With our guidance, we can transition smoothly to NPC and elevate your organisation's 
efficiency and impact, while keeping you at the forefront of nonprofit technology.   
   

  
   

 
 

 

About Capgemini 

Capgemini is a global business and technology transformation partner, helping organizations to accelerate 
their dual transition to a digital and sustainable world, while creating tangible impact for enterprises and 
society. It is a responsible and diverse group of 340,000 team members in more than 50 countries. With its 
strong over 55-year heritage, Capgemini is trusted by its clients to unlock the value of technology to address 
the entire breadth of their business needs. It delivers end-to-end services and solutions leveraging strengths 
from strategy and design to engineering, all fueled by its market leading capabilities in AI, cloud and data, 
combined with its deep industry expertise and partner ecosystem. The Group reported 2023 global revenues of 
€22.5 billion. 
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